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Two different propagation patterns of spatiotemporally
contiguous heatwaves in China
Ming Luo 1,2, Xiaoyu Wang1, Na Dong3, Wei Zhang 4, Jing Li 5, Sijia Wu1, Guicai Ning2,6, Lan Dai7,8 and Zhen Liu 7,8✉

Heatwaves detrimentally affect human health and ecosystems. While previous studies focused on either temporal changes or
spatial extents of heatwaves, their spatiotemporal contiguity and propagation patterns are unclear. Here, we investigate the
climatology, long-term trends, and interannual variations of spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves across China during 1961 to
2018. Two distinct propagation patterns are identified by introducing a spatiotemporally contiguous events tracking (SCET) method
and the k-means clustering. Type 1 contiguous heatwaves mostly generate over eastern China and move southwestward at shorter
distances, while Type 2 heatwaves generally initiate over western China and move southeastward at longer distances, with stronger
intensity, longer lifetime, and larger coverage. Since the 1960s, both types exhibit significant increases in frequency, intensity,
coverage, lifetime, and traveling distances, with relatively larger magnitudes for Type 2, but significant decreases in moving speed
only appear for Type 1. On interannual timescale, preceding winter El Niño prolongs the duration and slows down the moving
speed of Type 1 through the western North Pacific subtropical high. Type 2 contiguous heatwaves are intensified by the negative
spring North Atlantic Oscillation via the upper-atmospheric Rossby wave train.
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INTRODUCTION
Heatwaves become a focal issue in extreme climate studies
because of their severe impacts on human health, economic
activities, and labor productivity1–5. For instance, in China, heat-
induced mortality reached 26, 800 in 2019, which is around four
times that in 19906. Even worse, the adverse effects of heatwaves
will intensify dramatically in the future because they are projected
to increase considerably in terms of intensity, frequency, duration,
and spatial coverage under the influence of global warming7,8.
Heatwaves often refer to consecutive three or more days of
extremely hot conditions with near-surface air temperature
exceeding a certain threshold9–11. The evolution of heatwaves is
featured with variations in both time (e.g., intensity) and space
(e.g., location) during their whole lifecycles, exhibiting contiguity
in three dimensions (i.e., latitude × longitude × time, see an
example in Fig. 1a).
However, previous heatwave studies focused on either their

temporal changes in terms of frequency, duration, and magnitude
over a particular area8,12,13 or spatial variations in terms of areal
coverage during a predefined period14,15. Few studies considered
the spatiotemporal connectivity of heatwaves and examined their
co-variability characteristics over both space and time16–19. For
example, Luo et al.17 investigated the climatological characteristics
and long-term changes of spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves
in the mainland of China during 1961–2018 based on observed
daily maximum temperature (Tmax). They adopted a spatiotempo-
rally contiguous events tracking (SCET; Fig. 1b) method, which was
introduced to identify connected components in 3D images and is
termed the “cc3d” algorithm20. This method has also been used to
track contiguous heatwaves in Australia by Reddy et al.16 and
contiguous extreme precipitation events in China by Wang et al.21.

The main novelty of this method enables us to measure the
heatwaves statistics using additional metrics in addition to
frequency, intensity, duration, and areal extent, that is, evolution
and/or propagation. The evolution patterns of heatwaves mainly
constitute three factors, including total moving distance, moving
speed, and moving direction. Albeit the importance of these
metrics for heatwave propagation and early warning, they are
difficult to define and remain largely unexplored in previous
studies. Understanding these propagation information of heat-
waves can advance our knowledge of their regular movement
patterns, which can serve as more criteria to track the lifecycles of
heatwaves and thus provide potential improvement of heatwave
predictions. Moreover, we find a wide range of these propagation
metrics, which stimulates us to separate the contiguous heat-
waves into different types by distinguishing their distinct
propagation behaviors using the k-means clustering method.
The climatology, long-term changes, and interannual variability of
different contiguous heatwave categories will be explored to shed
light on their discriminative propagation behaviors. Also, previous
studies have elucidated the driving role of the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) in governing the seasonal to interannual
variability of East Asian summer monsoon22–24 and extreme
weather/climate extremes25,26. The teleconnections of spring
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) on East Asian summer climate
have also received considerable attention in recent decades27–29.
Thus, the possible linkages between contiguous heatwaves and
ENSO and NAO are also examined and discussed in this research,
which may be beneficial to making better predictions of different
types of contiguous heatwaves over China and reducing their
detrimental impacts.
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RESULTS
Propagation patterns of contiguous heatwaves across China
Tracking contiguous heatwaves by the SCET method from a 3D
perspective enables us to delineate spatiotemporal joint behaviors
of heatwaves, such as moving distance, direction, and speed (see
Table 1), which are not possible for previous heatwave definitions
that examined either their temporal or spatial variations. Figure 3a
shows the spatial distribution of 1612 identified contiguous
heatwaves across China during 1961–2018 (see Methods section).
The starting and ending points of the arrows denote the locations
of the intensity-weighted centroid of the first and second halves
of heatwaves, and the triangle and length of the vectors represent
the moving direction and distance of heatwaves. There is a
widespread moving distance ranging from cities to almost the
whole country, indicating that the driven processes of heatwaves
can be either local (e.g., urbanization30,31) or large-scale, e.g., the
western North Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH)12,32. This different
spatial scale feature may correspond to different lifetimes of
contiguous heatwaves ranging from a few days to a month. The
moving directions of contiguous heatwaves exhibit a preference
of southward, particularly southeastward, which is likely related to
the steering southeastward flows associated with the mid-
tropospheric East Asian trough33. The possibly related climate

variability and circulation patterns associated with different
propagation characteristics will be investigated later.

Long-term trends of contiguous heatwaves across China
We first examine the long-term trends of contiguous heatwaves
across China from 1961 to 2018 in terms of frequency, intensity,
total area, maximum area, lifetime, median duration, total
distance, and moving speed (Fig. 2). All these heatwave metrics
display significant increasing trends at the 0.05 level except for the
moving speed, which decreases significantly in the study period at
a rate of about 5 km day–1 decade–1. The occurrence and intensity
of contiguous heatwaves become more frequent (i.e., 1.70 events
decade–1) and stronger (0.02 °C decade–1), respectively, consistent
with previous studies that reported increasing trends in heat-
waves10,12,30. Meanwhile, the areal extent of contiguous heat-
waves expands, manifested by increases in the total area by
0.31 × 106 km2, maximum area by 0.03 × 106 km2, and total
distance by 95.50 km in each decade. Besides, the contiguous
heatwaves get a longer lifetime and duration at rates of 0.35 day
decade–1 and 0.12 day decade–1, respectively. What is worse, there
is a striking decreasing trend of the moving speed by around one
fourth during the past six decades. This slowdown means that
contiguous heatwaves in China tend to stagnate for a longer time
so that more excessive heat can be accumulated locally, which
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Fig. 1 Example and illustration of the spatiotemporally contiguous events tracking. a An example of a contiguous heatwave event that
propagated eastward from 21 June to 23 June 1961, with black dots marking the intensity-weighted centroid throughout all participating
days of the event. b An illustration of the 3D tracking of spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves. Pink cell indicates that there is a heatwave
day, while gray indicates not. The tracking process in b starts with the lower-left red cell in Step 1, and it searches the connected heatwave day
in neighboring pink cells (Steps 2–4). It keeps searching until all connected cells are assigned to a contiguous event (Step 4).

Table 1. Summary of the metrics used in this study to characterize spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves.

Category Metric Description

Magnitude Total magnitude (106 km2×°C) Area-aggregated sum of the temperature exceedance relative to the threshold over all grid cells across
all days of the event

Intensity (°C) Area-weighted average of the temperature exceedance over all grid cells across all days of the event

Area Total area (106 km2) Sum of the areal extent of all grid cells across all days of the event

Maximum area (106 km2) Projected area over longitude-latitude surface of the event, i.e., the potentially maximum area affected
by the event

Duration Lifetime (days) Time interval between the beginning and end of the event (i.e., the height of the 3D contiguous
heatwave structure)

Median duration (days) Median value of the durations of all grid cells associated with the event

Evolution Total moving distance (km) Sum of the centroid moving distance between adjacent time steps over the whole lifespan of the event

Moving speed (km day–1) Ratio of the total moving distance of the event to the lifetime of the event

Moving direction Directional angle from the centroid location of the first half of the event to the second centroid location
of the event
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may increase the potential for hazard exposure. The prolonged
persistence of heatwaves is in accordance with the more-
persistent synoptic weather system associated with the observed
weakening trend of eddy kinetic energy34, which may consider-
ably exacerbate the detrimental effects of heatwaves.

Two types of contiguous heatwaves
The k-means clustering method is implemented to classify the
propagation patterns of contiguous heatwaves into different
regimes according to their moving directions and moving
distances. We choose these two metrics as they are exclusive for
contiguous heatwaves and can well reflect their concurrent
evolution in both time and space. Sensitivity experiments are
conducted with the clustering algorithm by perturbing the
number of clusters ranging from 2 to 10, and two types of
contiguous heatwaves are determined when the Sihouette Score
reaches the highest35. The distinct differences in terms of
propagation patterns and directions between the two types
provide additional evidence of the rationality of the optimal
cluster number chosen (Fig. 3). The majority of the contiguous
heatwaves (i.e., 1439 events) fall into the first type (Type 1), which
is about 8.3 times the second type (Type 2, i.e., 173 events).
Type 1 contiguous heaves are spread over the whole mainland

area of China, with a relatively larger density over eastern parts
(Fig. 3a). Their moving distances are much shorter than those of

Type 2, suggesting their relatively local impact. Type 1 heatwaves
are apt to shift southwestwards, particularly for those that
occurred over eastern China. These heatwaves are usually linked
to the northwestward extension and intensification of WNPSH36.
This intensified WNPSH is usually accompanied by reduced clouds,
increased downward shortwave radiation, and associated adia-
batic heating due to strengthened descending motion, contribut-
ing to more frequent and intense heatwaves12,37. The
southwestward moving component for heatwaves over eastern
China may also be relevant to the shape of the inland eastern
border in association with a southwestward extension of the
WNPSH, particularly near the coastline of southern China. To the
west, Type 1 contiguous heatwaves show relatively sparser density
over northwestern China than over eastern China. Their shorter
moving distances suggest that they are mostly local processes
driven. By contrast, Type 2 contiguous heatwaves are mainly
situated in western China at mid-latitudes and display much
longer moving distances as well as lifespan than Type 1
heatwaves. These heatwaves over northwestern China are
generally related to anomalous atmospheric blockings associated
with the upper atmospheric Rossby wave progression38,39. As a
result, the prevailing propagation direction is southeastward, likely
operated by the eastward movement of the Rossby wave.
To quantitively compare the differences between the two types

of contiguous heatwaves, the quantile distribution of their various
metrics is presented in Fig. 3b. The median values of intensity and
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Fig. 2 Time series of the yearly statistics of the contiguous heatwaves metrics across China during 1961–2018. a Time series of the yearly
frequency of the contiguous heatwave. b–h As (a) but for intensity, total area, maximum area, lifetime, median duration, total moving
distance, and moving speed, respectively. The red straight line indicates the corresponding linear trend, with the red text indicating the trend
magnitude. The pink shading indicates the 95% confidence interval of the fitted line. All trends are statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
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mean duration for Type 2 show a positive anomaly (with respect
to the grid points involved in the event) of 0.9 °C and 2.2 days,
respectively. These two metrics for Type 1 are slightly smaller, i.e.,
0.6 °C and 1.7 days. But the product of these two factors (i.e.,
intensity and duration) of Type 2 (1.98 °C × day) is nearly 2 times
that of Type 1 (1.02 °C × day), which can be used to estimate the
excessive heat exposed at a particular grid point covered by
heatwaves. Large differences are also displayed in remained
metrics. The compact range of total area, maximum area, and total
distance at a relatively small magnitude for Type 1 suggests their
local scales, which are likely governed by regional processes, such
as urbanization, land-atmosphere interactions, and westward
extension of WNPSH at the synoptic scale12,40,41. By contrast, the
wide range of these metrics for Type 2 indicates their strong
event-to-event variability. Moreover, the metric magnitudes of
Type 2 are much larger than those of Type 1, i.e., around 4 times
for total area, 5 times for maximum area, 2.5 times for lifetime, 5
times for total distance, and 3 times for moving speed in terms of
the median values. These findings suggest that Type 2 has much
stronger and broader impacts than Type 1. A good relief is the less
number in the former. These distinct differences in multi-
dimensional metrics further confirm the rationality of classifying
the two types of contiguous heatwaves using the k-means
clustering.
There is a decreasing trend in moving speed and an increasing

trend in the other metrics for Type 1 (Fig. 4). The major differences
between Type 1 and all types of heatwaves are that the
magnitudes in the trends of total area, maximum area, lifetime,
and total distance are smaller than those in total heatwaves. But
note that their absolute values are also smaller for Type 1
heatwaves. Not surprisingly, by contrast, these increasing trends

are much stronger for Type 2 heatwaves due to their larger
magnitudes (Fig. 5). The median duration of Type 2 increases at a
rate of 2 times of that for Type 1, which will drastically intensify
the extreme heat exposure (Fig. 5f). There is a slightly increasing
trend of moving speed for Type 2 (insignificant at the 0.05 level;
Fig. 5h).

ENSO and type 1 contiguous heatwaves
Besides the long-term trends, these metrics also exhibit consider-
able interannual variability, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Previous
studies have revealed the linkages between heatwaves over
Eurasia and two large-scale modes of climate variability on the
interannual scale, i.e., ENSO and NAO29,42–45. We thus calculate the
Pearson correlation coefficient of the various detrended heatwave
metrics with winter Niño3.4 index and spring NAO indices. We
choose the preceding winter for Niño3.4 and spring for NAO as
the correlations are found to be the strongest, as suggested by
previous studies25,46. The mean duration and moving speed for
Type 1 are notably correlated with the winter Niño3.4 index, with
coefficients of +0.44 and –0.43, respectively, i.e., significant at the
0.05 level (Fig. 6). This means that Type 1 heatwaves tend to last
longer and move slower during El Niño/La Niña decaying years.
To further understand the physical mechanism accounting for

the slower (faster) and more (less) persistent heatwaves during El
Niño (La Niña) years, we regress summer geopotential height and
vertical velocity onto the winter Niño3.4 index to reveal the
associated atmospheric circulation patterns. The anomalous
upper-atmospheric geopotential height is characterized by
positive anomalies over the tropics and discernible centers over
the Maritime Continent and northern Eurasia (Fig. 7a), which is
accompanied by anomalous anticyclones over the western
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Fig. 3 Comparison of two clustered propagation patterns of contiguous heatwaves across China during 1961–2018. a Moving patterns of
two types of contiguous heatwaves. The blue arrows in a indicate Type 1 while the red arrows indicate Type 2 and the tail (head) of each arrow
indicates the centroid location of the first (second) half of the event. The rose diagram in the lower left corner in (a) shows the directional
distribution of lifetime of the two types. b Comparisons in multiple metrics between two types. The statistics in the box plots in (b) from the
upper to lower bound represent the value of Q3 + 1.5×(Q3–Q1), third quartile (Q3), mean (circle), median (horizontal line), first quartile (Q1),
and Q1–1.5 × (Q3–Q1) successively. The value of Q3–Q1 denotes the interquartile range.
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subtropical Pacific (Fig. 7b). These tropical positive anomalies of
geopotential height in the upper atmosphere have been reported
in previous studies as a result of the effective distribution of ENSO-
induced heating in the zonal direction via fast equatorial wave
propagation47,48. The persistence of the positive anomalies can
last from the simultaneous winter to the following summer49. In
the lower-middle atmosphere, the positive center of geopotential
height anomalies moves to subtropics extending from eastern
India to the central Pacific (Fig. 7c, e). The associated circulation
changes are featured with a low-level anomalous anticyclone
centered in the Philippines in accordance with downward motion
anomalies (Fig. 7d, f), demonstrating a westward extension and an
intensification of the WNPSH. This anomalous anticyclone is
mainly induced by a Rossby-wave response to suppressed diabatic
heating associated with western tropical Pacific cooling during
ENSO events50. The intensified and westward shift of WNPSH is
conducive to the occurrences of Type 1 heatwaves32,51 and their
southwestward movement.

NAO and type 2 contiguous heatwaves
For Type 2 contiguous heatwaves, their detrended lifetime,
intensity, and total area are negatively correlated with the spring
NAO index at the 0.05 significance level (Fig. 8). This means that

Type 2 heatwaves are inclined to be longer, stronger and with
larger affected areas if the spring NAO is at the negative phase.
Previous studies have found that the tripolar pattern of sea surface
temperature (SST) anomalies in the North Atlantic caused by
spring NAO can persist into the following summer52. The
teleconnections of the SST anomalies on East Asian summer
climate are through exciting an anomalous wave train pattern,
with positive upper atmospheric height anomalies over the Ural
Mountain and the Okhotsk Sea53. The composite height and wind
anomalies at 250 hPa are characterized by anomalous positive
centers and anticyclones over the North Atlantic, the Ural
Mountain, and the Okhotsk Sea, and negative centers and
cyclones over western Europe and Mongolia (Fig. 9a). The
composite wave activity flux (WAF)54 differences clearly demon-
strate a physical pathway from the North Atlantic to East Asia,
accompanied by alternating positive and negative anomalies of
the stream function (Fig. 9b). This wave train-like pattern favors
the occurrences of atmospheric blockings, which suppress the
intrusion of cold air and conduce to the maintenance of the
anomalously high-pressure system38. Consequently, these large-
scale circulation anomaly features contribute to the formation of
stronger and larger heatwaves in the mid-latitudes (i.e., Type 2).
These blocking-induced heatwaves have also been reported in
European regions39,55.
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Fig. 4 Time series of the yearly statistics of Type 1 contiguous heatwaves during 1961–2018. a Time series of the yearly frequency of the
contiguous heatwave. b–h As (a) but for intensity, total area, maximum area, lifetime, median duration, total moving distance, and moving
speed, respectively. The red straight line indicates the corresponding linear trend, with the red text indicating the trend magnitude. The pink
shading indicates the 95% confidence interval of the fitted line. All trends are statistically significant at the 0.05 level except for moving speed.
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DISCUSSIONS
In this study, the propagation patterns of spatiotemporally
contiguous heatwaves over China are investigated with the help of
the SCET method, which enables us to track the moving direction,
speed, and distance of individual heatwave events. The contiguous
heatwaves over China display a wide range of both temporal and
spatial scales, ranging from days to a month and cities to country,
respectively. These heatwaves prefer to move southward (preferably
southeastward), likely governed by the steering flow of the East Asian
trough. All of the heatwave metrics display a significant increasing
trend except for a decreasing trend in the moving speed, which
means more stagnating heatwaves as global warming increases.
We further classify the contiguous heatwaves into two types

based on their moving directions and distances using the k-means
clustering. Type 1 contiguous heatwaves are mostly generated over
eastern China and move southwestward, accompanied by the
westward extension and intensification of the WNPSH. The short
moving distance of Type 1 suggests their relatively local impact. By
contrast, Type 2 contiguous heatwaves tend to initiate over western
China and move southeastward at a longer distance associated with
the eastward propagation of the Rossby wave. Compared with Type
1 contiguous heatwaves, albeit with a smaller percentage, Type 2
heatwaves have stronger intensity, longer lifetime, and larger areal
extent, indicating their stronger and broader impact.

Both types exhibit an increasing trend in all metrics except for
the moving speed, with larger magnitudes for Type 2 than Type 1.
The moving speed shows a decreasing trend for Type 1 and an
insignificant increasing trend for Type 2. On the interannual scale,
the duration and moving speed of contiguous heatwaves in China
are correlated with the winter Niño3.4 index for Type 1 and the
spring NAO index for Type 2. During El Niño years, Type 1
heatwaves will last longer and move slower, accompanied by a
westward extension and an intensification of the WNPSH in
response to suppressed diabatic cooling over the eastern tropical
Pacific. In the negative phase of spring NAO, Type 2 heatwaves are
longer, stronger, and larger, likely related to the occurrences of
atmospheric blockings associated with anomalous wave train-like
patterns triggered by SST anomalies in the Atlantic.
Understanding the climatology, long-term trends, and inter-

annual variability of contiguous heatwaves is beneficial to
advancing our knowledge of heatwave covariability over both
time and space dimensions on different time scales, which can be
implemented for a better projection and forecast of heatwaves.
Attribution of the long-term trends of contiguous heatwave
metrics to anthropogenic forcing as well as quantifying their
future changes also warrant further investigations to make better
adaption and mitigation plans. For instance, the slowing move-
ment of heatwaves may be caused by a wavier jet in conjunction
with the weakening of the eddy kinetic energy56. Besides, it is of
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Fig. 5 Time series of the yearly statistics of Type 2 contiguous heatwaves during 1961–2018. a Time series of the yearly frequency of the
contiguous heatwave. b–h As (a) but for intensity, total area, maximum area, lifetime, median duration, total moving distance, and moving
speed, respectively. The red straight line indicates the corresponding linear trend, with the red text indicating the trend magnitude. The pink
shading indicates the 95% confidence interval of the fitted line. All trends are statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
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great interest to include the effect of humidity, which would
probably deteriorate the adverse health impact of heatwaves57,58.
Therefore, the contiguous humid heatwaves will be investigated in
future work.

METHODS
Datasets
We use gridded observational data from the CN05.1 dataset59

(http://ccrc.iap.ac.cn/resource/detail?id=228). The dataset covers a
period of 1961–2018 based on observational records of ~2400 sta-
tions in China59. Daily temperature in the summer season (i.e.,
June to August) at the 0.25° × 0.25° resolution is used in our
research, which has been widely used in observational studies
over China17,60,61. The geopotential height, horizontal wind, and
vertical velocity from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 dataset62 are
used for composite analysis to reveal the prevailing circulation
patterns related to contiguous heatwaves. The Niño3.4 and NAO
indices are obtained from https://origin.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ONI_v5.php and https://
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/nao.shtml,
respectively.

Identification of spatiotemporally contiguous heatwaves
In this study, the contiguous heatwaves refer to spatiotemporal 3D
heatwave events that last for a period of time and cover a certain
areal extent, therefore, they are consecutive in 3 dimensions (i.e.,
latitude × longitude × time). In view of the spatiotemporal character-
istics, the process of initiating, growing, diminishing, and terminating

can be obtained from this 3D structure. Figure 1a demonstrates the
3D structure of an eastward-moving heatwave event from June 21
to June 23, 1961 (i.e., the first case during the study period).
Contiguous heatwaves are identified as clumps of adjacent
heatwave grids where the daily Tmax exceeds the corresponding
95th percentile threshold (i.e., T95), which is calculated on the 15-day
window over the same calendar day during a period of 30 years (i.e.,
1961–1990). For each summer in 1961–2018, the gridded Tmax

values are recorded as a 3D array (see Fig. 1b for example). Then, this
array is transformed into a bool array (i.e., only with “0” and “1”)
according to the values of Tmax and T95 of each grid, where the “1”
indicates a heatwave grid (i.e., Tmax > T95), while “0” denotes that
there is no heatwave (i.e., Tmax≤ T95).
In order to distinguish individual contiguous heatwave events,

adjacent heatwave grids (i.e., “1”s in the array) are assigned the
same label, using the 3-D connected component (CC3D)
algorithm20, which is implemented in a python package
connected-components-3d (https://pypi.org/project/connected-
components-3d20). In our study, a 26-neighborhood connection
is employed when labeling (Fig. 1b), i.e., for the center grid on day
t, 9 neighbors on day t–1, 8 neighbors on day t, and 9 neighbors
on day t+117,21,63. The 26-connectivity spatiotemporally contig-
uous events tracking (SCET) based on the CC3D algorithm takes
into consideration heatwave grids that share adjacent spatiotem-
poral connectivity, so that the 3D evolution patterns (e.g., growing
and diminishing) of heatwaves can be examined in both time and
space. The 3D structure of the grid clumps with the label “1” can
be connected, and the projection (e.g., on the latitude × longitude
plane) can be an unbroken figure for a contiguous heatwave.

Niño3.4 Index
Mean Duration

Niño3.4 Index
Moving Speed

(Corr. = 0.44, p-value < 0.05)

(Corr. = −0.43, p-value < 0.05)

Winter Niño3.4 Index

(c) Time Series of Moving Speed and Niño3.4 Index (d) Scatter Plot of Moving Speed vs Niño3.4 Index

(a) Time Series of Mean Duration and Niño3.4 Index (b) Scatter Plot of Mean Duration vs Niño3.4 Index 

Fig. 6 Relationship between Type 1 contiguous heatwaves metrics and the winter Niño3.4 index. a, c Time series of the mean duration (a)
and moving speed (c) of Type 1 contiguous heatwaves and the winter Niño3.4 index. b, d Scatter plots of the mean duration (b) and moving
speed (d) of contiguous heatwaves versus the winter Niño3.4 index, with the straight line indicating their corresponding fitted line estimated
by the simple linear regression.
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Statistical methods
In our investigation, we employ five categories of the metrics of
contiguous heatwaves in our research, i.e., frequency, duration,
areal extent, intensity, and moving patterns as described in Table
1. The moving patterns of contiguous heatwaves are derived from
the centroids of their 3D structure. The moving distance and
speed are calculated according to the daily intensity-weighted
average of geographical coordinates (i.e., latitude and longitude),
while the direction is estimated as the displacement of the
weighted centroids (i.e., divided by temporal extent) from the
front to the rear half of the event17,21. We study all heatwave

events with a lifetime ≥3 days to include more heatwave samples
in contrast to the investigation of only large contiguous
heatwaves with areal extent ≥1 million km2 in Luo et al.17.
Simple linear regression is used to estimate the long-term trends

of the multiple metrics of contiguous heatwaves in China during
1961–2018, with the statistical significance evaluated by the
modified Mann-Kendall test at the 0.05 level64. The k-means
clustering method65 is performed to group distinct evolution
patterns of heatwaves by inputting the information of moving
distance and moving direction, which has the potential to forecast
heatwave movements. The optimal number of clusters is determined

(b) Horizontal Wind at 250hPa(a) Geopotential Height at 250hPa

(e) Geopotential Height at 850hPa (f) Horizontal Wind at 850hPa

(m)

(m)

1 ms−1

1 ms−1

(c) Geopotential Height at 500hPa (d) Vertical Velocity at 500hPa

(m) (10-3 Pas−1)

Fig. 7 Summer atmospheric changes associated with the preceding winter ENSO. a, b regression of summer geopotential height (a) and
horizontal wind (b) at 250 hPa onto the winter Niño3.4 index. c, d As (a) and (b) but for geopotential height (c) and vertical velocity (d) at
500 hPa. e, f As (a) and (b) but for geopotential height (e) and horizontal wind (f) at 850 hPa. Black dots in a, c–e) indicate that the regression
coefficient is significant at the 0.05 level. Light blue shadings in b, f denote significance at the 0.05 level for either zonal or meridional
component of the horizontal wind.
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by the highest Sihouette Score of cluster numbers ranging from 2 to
1035. Comparisons of their metrics will be made to demonstrate the
differences between different types of contiguous heatwaves.
To gain insight into the possible atmospheric circulation

patterns related to contiguous heatwaves, regression and
composite analysis associated with ENSO and NAO are examined
in the fields of geopotential height, vertical velocity, horizontal

wind, and the wave activity flux (WAF)54. The WAF vectors in
pressure coordinates are calculated as Eq. 1. Ψ is 200-hPa
streamfunction, u and v represent the zonal and meridional wind
velocity, respectively. The overbars and primes denote the basic
states and perturbations, respectively. U

�� �� refers to the climatolo-
gical horizontal wind speed. The statistical significances of the
regression coefficients and composite anomalies are evaluated by

(a) Time Series of Lifetime and NAO Index (b) Scatter Plot of Lifetime vs NAO Index

(c) Time Series of Intensity and NAO Index (d) Scatter Plot of Intensity vs NAO Index

(e) Time Series of Total Area and NAO Index (f) Scatter Plot of Total Area vs NAO Index

(Corr. = −0.31, p-value < 0.05)

(Corr. = −0.36, p-value < 0.05)

(Corr. = −0.36, p-value < 0.05)NAO Index
Total Area

NAO Index
Lifetime

NAO Index
Intensity

Spring NAO Index

Fig. 8 Relationship between Type 2 contiguous heatwave metrics and the spring NAO index. a, c, e Time series of the lifetime (a), intensity
(c), and total area (e) of Type 2 contiguous heatwaves and the spring NAO index. b, d, f Scatter plots of the lifetime (b), intensity (d), and total
area (f) of contiguous heatwaves versus the winter Niño3.4 index, with the straight line indicating the corresponding fitted line by simple
linear regression.
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the modified Mann-Kendall test64 and Student’s t-test, respectively.

WAF ¼ 1

2 U
�� ��

u ψ0
x

� �2�ψ0ψ0
xx

h i
þ v ψ0

xψ
0
y � ψ0ψ0

xy

h i

u ψ0
xψ

0
y � ψ0ψ0

xy

h i
þ v ðψ0

yÞ2 � ψ0ψ0
yy

h i
8><
>:

9>=
>;

(1)
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